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AGM 2011 Executive Director’s Report 
 
As this past year marks the successful completion of four years of secondary schooling 
for our first cohort of Atsikana Pa Ulendo graduates,  I see it as fitting to begin this report 
by revisiting our mission and vision statements. 
 
Our mission is to provide high quality education to girls from the rural areas of Malawi who 
would be otherwise unable to continue with their education beyond primary school, due to a 
lack of financial support. 
 
The graduating class of 2011 was composed of 73 young women, all on full scholarship and 
none of whom would have had access to secondary school education had it not been for the 
existence of the full scholarship program offered at Atsikana Pa Ulendo.  APU Secondary 
School is most definitely improving the access to education for girls in rural Malawi.   
 
In addition to improving access to education at the secondary school level, our mission 
states that APU will provide HIGH QUALITY education to our students.  Now, with our 
first class of students achieving a pass rate on their MSCE’s (Malawi School Certificate 
Examinations) that is a full 40% higher than the national pass rate, it is indeed accurate to 
state that APU provide high quality education to our students. 
 
Our vision states that we aim to achieve lasting improvements in the quality of life of young 
girls and women living in poverty and in so doing, spark a ripple effect of reduced poverty, 
illness, malnutrition, early marriage, overpopulation and gender bias that will be felt and 
magnified throughout the country of Malawi and throughout the world.   
 
This vision will take longer than four years to realize, but we can safely say that 73 young 
women are not yet married with children because they have been in school for the past four 
years.  It is also true that 68 of these girls now hold a certificate that will give them access to 
tertiary education as well as opening doors for employment that would have been closed to 
them without this certificate.  We also know that three of these girls are now studying at 
Colleges in Canada, an opportunity they would never have had without access to the 
secondary schooling that they have received at APU.  Indeed, for these 73 young women, 
there are already measurable and lasting improvements in the quality of their lives and this 
ripple effect is already being felt in 73 villages in Malawi. 
 
Fundraising 
 
The funding for this project has historically, and continues to be based largely on 
donations made by individual Rotarians, Rotary Clubs, and fundraisers held by 
Interact Clubs and school groups. Our donors, most often learn about this project and our 
funding requirements through presentations made by myself and APU director Memory 
Mdyetseni.   
 
One noteworthy presentation during this past year was the breakout session at the District 
5370 District Conference held in Edmonton in October.  During this conference, the 
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Interact Club of Dawson Creek received a standing ovation from all Rotarians for the 
phenomenal support they have given to APU over the past several years.   
 
Other fundraising highlights for the year include a fundraiser held by the Women Helping 
Women group in Victoria in June, raising $20,000 for the construction of the Teachers 
Training College, a $20,000 donation made in support of the WAKE (Women Advocates 
of Knowledge Everywhere) group also towards construction of the TTC, as well as a 
donation for $25,000 that came to us from Ken Haywood just days before he passed 
away.   
 
Ken Haywood, our Agogo (the Chichewa word for grandfather) will be forever 
remembered for the role he has played in making APU the success it is today.  I have 
included the tribute that I read at Ken’s funeral as a special addition to this report in his 
honor. 
 
Rotary Club support has also been amazing this past year, with $20,000 coming from the 
RC of Lloydminster, five students sponsored by the RC of Sidney By The Sea, $8,000 
from the RC of Olds, and most significantly the successful application of the RC of 
Lethbridge for a CIP grant (Government of Alberta, Community Initiative Program) that 
will match their funding to total $55,000, the entire cost of building our third staff duplex.  
 
A team of board members and volunteers are currently organizing a fundraising tour for 
the month of February.  During this tour, Henry Mdyetseni, Project Manager of APU, and 
I will travel throughout Alberta and BC speaking at Rotary and Interact Club meetings, 
the Lethbridge Teacher’s Convention and the University of Lethbridge.  During this tour 
we hope to visit as many of our major donors as possible to thank them in person for their 
incredible support. 
 
Preliminary estimates of funds pledged by donors over the remaining eight months 
include $60,000 for construction of Hostel #5, as well as an additional $46,000 in 
scholarships from full sponsors (4-year pledges).  Even if no additional funds are raised 
for the remainder of the year, I can say with confidence that not only will we be able to 
fund the operations for the remainder of the school year, $88,668 made in bimonthly 
payments through to the end of July, but we will also be able to fund the rest of Hostel #5 
($60,000 remaining). 
 
Construction 
 
This past year has seen the completion of funding for and construction of the Science Lab 
and the Cafeteria.  Both of these construction projects were unique buildings that were 
larger undertakings than any of our previous projects.  The completed Cafeteria is an 
impressive structure that can accommodate up to 400 people eating together in the main 
hall.   There is a large storage facility for maize, a cold room and a sizeable food 
preparation area complete with three enormous boiling pots.  The science lab consists of 
two tiered lecture halls and two fully equipped laboratories. 
 
Construction projects scheduled for the fiscal year/school year starting August 2011 
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include Hostel #5 (#1 of the Teacher’s Training College) and Staff Duplex #3.  The full 
cost of the Hostel, $80,000, has now been sourced, the first wire consisting of $20,000 
has already been sent, and the foundation is currently under construction.  As previously 
stated, the RC of Lethbridge has been successful in applying for a CIP grant and will 
cover the entire cost of the construction of Staff Duplex #3.    
 
Future construction plans include the construction of Class Block #3 and an 
Administration/TTC learning facilities building.  Construction projects are approved by 
ourAPU-MEF board as funding becomes available and are based upon the plans outlined 
in our Project Definition. 
 
Teacher’s Training College at APU 
 
The graduates of APU Secondary School for girls are desperately in need of further 
education that will allow them to be employed and thus financially independent upon 
completion of their tertiary education.  While many of our graduates have their sights set 
on receiving scholarships to attend the University of Malawi, the majority of our students 
will not achieve this goal. Many of them would be thrilled to become primary school 
teachers but there are simply not enough Teacher Training Colleges in Malawi to 
accommodate them. Having this facility on the APU campus would ensure that they 
receive training that would result in an assured job when they complete their studies.  

Both the APU Trust in Malawi and the APU Malawi Education Foundation are 
supportive of constructing an APU Teachers Training College and the wheels are already 
in motion with regards to fundraising for this initiative.  Hostel #5, a building that has 
already been fully funded and is currently under construction, will be the student 
dormitory for the TTC.  Architectural designs have already been drawn up for the next 
stage of construction, which will be a two-story joint usage facility (APU Secondary and 
TTC) that will have administration offices, a computer lab, a library, a micro-credit loans 
office and a medical clinic. The estimated cost of this building is $215,000.  The timing 
for the opening of the TTC is completely dependent on the construction of this building. 
 
Current Challenges At The School 
 
While APU has enjoyed astounding academic success, continued support from donors 
and sponsors and amazing growth with regards to enrollment and construction of 
infrastructure, we continue to experience significant challenges.  The most noteworthy of 
these challenges is that of an inadequate water supply. Although two wells are in place, 
neither well is capable of providing the water needed to support the number of staff and 
students at the school.  Currently, water is being transported from a nearby dam to make 
up for the shortfall but this is a short-term solution to a very large problem.   
 
Another significant problem is that of constant power outages that are typical for remote 
areas connected to the electrical grid in Malawi.  This problem is countrywide and poses 
a real challenge to operating a school of this size in a remote location.  Currently, APU is 
using a large generator to supply power to the school when power outages occur. 
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Concluding Remarks 
 
I would like to conclude by congratulating and thanking the incredible team of people 
that are working both in Malawi and in Canada to ensure that the APU Girls On The 
Move Mission Statement and Vision are carried out with integrity, wisdom and humanity.  
This is a partnership that extends from the girls, their parents and teachers, Henry, 
Memory and their board in Malawi, to our APU Malawi Education Foundation board in 
Canada, and our thousands of donors, sponsors and supporters.  The Ripple Effects are 
only just beginning to be felt not only in Malawi, but around the world. 
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REST IN PEACE AGOGO 

 
I first met Ken Haywood 11 years ago. I had just returned from a volunteer teaching 
position at a girls’ school in Malawi and made a presentation at the weekly Northeast 
Rotary Club meeting.  During my presentation I had shown pictures of my students and 
told stories of their struggles to gain an education.  Ken sought me out after my 
presentation, quietly waiting in the background until I had finished speaking with other 
Rotarians.  Ken took out a piece of paper on which he had jotted down the questions that 
had come to him during my presentation.  His questions were direct, probing and 
unusually personal, asking specific questions about the struggles of specific girls whose 
stories I had shared.  By the end of that first conversation, Ken had committed to fully 
sponsoring the education of Ceceilah, a lovely, gentle young girl who desperately needed 
help to complete her education.  After committing to sponsoring Ceceliah, Ken then took 
me completely by surprise by asking me if there was anything he could do to personally 
support me in my efforts to help my former students gain an education. 
 
I didn’t know it at the time, but I had just met the man who was to become our Agogo, 
our grandfather, our mentor, our friend, advisor, supporter, backer, and fellow dreamer.  
From that moment on, Ken began peppering me with ideas, questions, and possibilities.  
This incredible man who was three times my age was on overdrive and for the next 10 
years, in fact until the very hour of his accident in July, he never slowed down and I 
never did manage to keep up with him.  In 2001, with Ken’s help, I managed to find 
sponsors for each of my 24 students.  Year after year Ken donated his air miles to cover 
the cost of my flights back and forth to Malawi.  Ken poured his support and funds into 
the famine relief effort carried out by Memory and her husband Henry in 2004, saving the 
lives of over 500 villagers.  In 2005 I shared with Ken an essay written by a young 
Malawian man describing Memory and her famine relief efforts, Ken was so moved by 
his writing that he asked me to find out how he could help the young man. This is how 
Ken became Moloko’s sponsor.   
 
In 2006 Memory and I presented our dream of building our own secondary school for 
girls in Malawi.  Ken was able to meet Memory in person and immediately became part 
of our team, breathing life into the dream of Atsikana Pa Ulendo, Girls On The Move 
Secondary School in Malawi.  Have you thought of this, I want you to meet a friend of 
mine, would you please edit this newsletter that I’ve produced, Would it be a good idea if 
we were to try this … the e-mail traffic was unbelievable!  And if I didn’t get to my e-
mail right away there would be phone calls and if I was out and couldn’t be reached by 
phone he’d contact my dad, and dad would track me down.    
 
Ken drove me forward, he buoyed me up, and whenever I doubted if something could be 
done, he’d erase the doubt by simply delving into the problem.  He didn’t dwell on the 
problems, rather he explored the possibilities. He gave APU the wings it needed to fly.  
 
In just five years, the school has become reality.  First the road was improved, then a 
storage building constructed.  In 2007 the first class block, staff duplex and student hostel 
were constructed.  Each year for four years a new intake of students started Form 1 until 
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we reach capacity at 320 girls in each of Form 1 – Form 4.  We now have running water 
and electricity, four hostels; three class blocks, two staff duplexes, a cafeteria and a  
science lab.  Each year in December APU would receive an envelope with a Christmas 
surprise from Ken, the funds for a new building.  Over the years, Ken has been fully 
responsible for the funding of three of our eleven buildings as well as contributing large 
sums towards our water and electrical projects as well as the cafeteria and science lab.  
 
Last June, APU held its first graduation celebration.  Ken was present in every stage of 
the planning from designing the diplomas to ordering Malawian and Canadian flags.  He 
designed special pins for the graduates, taking great pains to ensure that each girl 
received both a pin as well as a card with her name on it that could be hung on the walls 
of their houses.  He even thought to laminate the cards, knowing that the dust from the 
soil houses would damage them.  The care and attention he took for each girl showed 
once again, our Agogo, our grandfather, knew that there were human beings on the other 
end of each of his contributions. 
 
During this past year leading up to the graduation of our first 80 students, Ken became 
increasingly concerned about the graduates, knowing that they still needed further 
education.  When we came up with the plan to build a Teachers Training College at APU 
where our graduates would be certified as primary school teachers, Ken immediately saw 
that it was a perfect fit and started the wheels rolling even before we had finished our 
initial planning.  He even prearranged for his Christmas donation to be made this year 
towards the construction of the Teacher Training College.  
 
At first I thought that I was going to take this opportunity to say goodbye to Ken, but you 
don’t say goodbye to someone who is living on in the smile in every one of our 80 APU 
graduates and each of our current 320 students.  You can’t say goodbye to someone who 
is still so present, in every building, in the encouraging posters on the walls, in the pins 
worn with pride by young girls in far-flung villages.  Ken, our Agogo, has	  left	  a	  
permanent	  mark	  on	  the	  hearts	  of	  people	  in	  Malawi	  and	  his	  impact	  will	  continue	  to	  
be	  felt	  with	  each	  new	  intake	  of	  hopeful	  students	  and	  each	  graduation	  of	  happy	  and	  
healthy	  graduates.	  	   
 
I’d like to end by reading a verse of a poem written by our APU Project Manager Henry 
Mdyetseni. 

Though I never saw you 
I felt your presence 
though I never met you 
 I heard your eloquence. 
Though I never faced you 
I got to know your mind 
As if your thoughts were carried in the wind 

 
Rest in peace Agogo, it is time for your girls to take the lead, and because of you, they 
can. 
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